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thee: but you do not say, £13,9-), meaning I

feared thee: (TA:) the saying in the Kur [lxxi.

12], 4'1)‘ L; means 't-[What

aileth you] ‘that ye will not fear the greatness, or

majesty, qfGod? :) or the meaning is, that

ye will not hope for God’s magnifying of him

who serves Him and obeys Him? or that ye will

not believe in greatness, or majesty, belonging to

God, so that ye may fear disobeying Him’!

(Bd :) another instance occurs in a verse of Aboo

Dhu-eyb, cited in art. mils, conj. 3: :) and

‘2193p, also, signifies Ihe feared him; or it;

[but app. only when preceded by a negative

particle, as in exs. cited in the TA;] (K, TA ;)

in which sense it is tropical. (TA.) Accord. to

90' I")

Lth, ,9.) is also syn. with 83th»; and L;

means [I do not care, mind, or heed]:

but this is disapproved by AZ. (TA.):‘ki

He broke of, or ceased, [app. by reason qfin

ability,] from speaking : :) or, accord. to Az,

he became confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course: or, as Fr says, he desired

to speak, and was unable to do so: (TA:) and
k!’ 4

their: v.:-3, like (:52, he became unable to speak.

(K)

2: see 1, first sentence.

4. She (a camel, $, or a pregnant female

[of any kind], TA) was, or became, near to

bringingforth; ($, K, TA ;) so that her bringing

forth was hoped for: accord. to Er-Réghib, the

proper signification is she made her owner to have

hope in himself that her bringingforth was near:

(TA :) and means the same. ($.)._.

$2.21! us”! IIe failed of getting any game;

;) [as though he made the game to have

hope;] and 5+)‘ signifies the same: (TA :) or

so up’), [alone], and [plone]. (K and TA

in art. \9).)=And 4259i, Mgh,) inf. n.

its], I postponed it, put it of‘, deferred it,

or delayed it; (s, Msb,K;*) namely, an affair

[&c.]; (S;) as also big-)1. ($,Msb.) [See the

latter verb: and see also an ex. in the Kur vii.

108 and xxvi. 35; and the various readings

mentioned by Bd in the former instance.]=

3i," uq-yl He made a side to the well.

($, K-)

5: see 1, first sentence. ._ [In the present day,

‘5;’; is often used as meaning He besought, en

treated, petitioned, or prayed]

8: see 1, first sentence: _and again in the

latter part of the paragraph.

The side, in a general sense: (TA :)

or the side of a well, ($, Msb, K,) and of the

sky, (Er-Réghib, TA,) and of anything; (S,

Msh;-) she 1:21.} signifies the same: (151;) the

side of a well from its top to its bottom; (TA ;)

and the two sides thereof: which last is also

[or properly] the meaning of the dual; which is

9.15;: ($:) pl. :Lji. (s, Msh, 1;.) Hence,

in the Kur [lxix. 17], uh; [The

angels being at the sides thereqf]. TA.) They

said, 95-3" is; meaning +IIe was cast

into places of destruction: ($:) or it is said of

one who is held in mean estimation: (M, TA :)

5%! in the K is a mistake for a; the

reading in the M: (TA:) as though the two

[opposite] sides of the well were cast at with

him. And one says of him who will not

be deceived so as to be turned away from one

course to another, 0134;" 4.; \j 1* [lit. The

two sides of the well willnot’be cast at with him] ;

in allusion to the well’s two [opposite] sides’ being

cast at with the bucket. (Z, TA.)

r,’

'49-) [accord. to most an inf. n., (see 1, in two

senses,) but accord. to the M151) a simple subst.,]

Hope; syn. and M and in art. J»! ;)

L

contr. qf ~5A3; ;) an opinion requiring the

happening of an event in which will be a cause

of happiness; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) expectation of

deriving advantage from an event of which a

cause has already occurred: (El-Harallee, TA :)

E

or, as Ibn-El-Kemal says, properly, i. q. ‘Isl :

and conventionally, the clinging of the heart to

the happening of a future loved event: (TA :) or

hope, or eager desire, for a thing that may possibly

happen; differing from w, which relates to

what is possible and to whtit is impossible. (MF,

TA.) = See also \Lj.

[A thing hoped for]: you say, Us US

Q55’ There is nothing for me to hopefor in

such a one.

El; [Hoping : _ and Fearing]. (Mgh.)

A thing postponed, put ofl‘, deferred, or

delayed. (ISd,

Redness : (Msb, K :) a certain red dye :

K: or a certain dye, intenseli red: accord.
’ J .o a.

to A’Obeyd, ($,) what is called ; (S, K ;)

J’)

and he says that the is inferior to it (45,;

[but this often has the contr. meaning]): it is

said also that gt”)! is an arabicized word, from

the Pers. Qghgl, which means a sort of trees

having a red blossom, of the most beautiful kind;

and that every colour resembling it is termed

Qbq-j. Also Red: (K:) and red gar

IE

ments or clothes. (IAar, And one says Lu!

- J I . .

[gin-St, mentioned by Seer has having an intensive

'10‘ see!8

meaning; (M, TA ;) in the K, 7831”)! ,....1;

but this is wrong; (TA;) i. e. Intensely red.

(1;, TA.) And 5134i [A villous,

or nappy, outer, or wrapping, garment, intensely

red]: (S, M, A:) but IAth says that ‘the most

common practice is to prefix the word ._.:;3 orw

e s h _ '

to 059-3! so as to govern the latter in the item.

as.‘ )0’ each)‘ s

case; [saying gt”)! 9,5 or 91”» “this? ;]

and that the word [obs-)1] is said by some to be

Arabic, the i and Q being augmentative. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

63)

[L,Q)» Postponed, put ofi', deferred, or delayed;

I

as also Some read [in the Kur ix. 107]

in 0E ‘see:

51" y‘; Use-r wfi-b- ($=

(90-)

r new, 5

see by», In art.

Q’ 0! I’ ‘J

5.9;.” and] and A

(1;: TA-)-—

2;; also signifies A man who is one of the people

[or sect] called the (S ;) or one of the

ass-5.1, mentioned in art. L,); as also and

and

female near to bringing forth.

a!

so ‘£593.41; (K;) or this is [groper-1y speaking]

a rel. n. from 5) and plso; (K ;)

H DJ

or rather this is another rel. n., like Lsis-ye. (IB

and TA in art. in’), q. v.)

3 1

see what next precedes. You say

[A man of, or belonging to, the sect called

the

1)’

Jr)

u?)

1. see 1 (first sentence) in art. ,9).

t)
a’ , s ’

1. c), [sec. pers. “9x1 aor.

at’,

C”, n.,

app., éLL] It (a solid hoof, &c.,) had the quality

Ger

termed c.” meaning as expl. below. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. He (a man, TA) did not exceed

the usual bounds so as to reach the bottom, or

utmost depth, of the object of his desire; (K,

TA ;) as, for instance, ofa vessel: (TA :) [IbrD

thinks that it signifies he sought, by his speech,

the expression qf a meaning which he failed to

attain.] _4'iblf C») He spoke, or expressed

himsel , obliquely, ambiguously, or equivocally;

not’ plainly. (K, TA.) _ C)...’ i. q.

4153);.’ [He protected such a one by intervening,

or by interposing something].

R. Q. 2. She (a mare) straddled, in

order to stale. (S, A,

1:; [or 5.2;] A serpent being, or becoming,

like a ‘3,1’, or neck-ring, (351:5, K, [see 5 in

art. [§,lo,]) whenfolding itself: (TA :) originally

Zia-j; ;) the L; being changed into (TA.)

. '3 Width in a solid hoof: such is approved;

(S, _ ;) being the contr. of that which is termed

jg: but when it spreads out much, it is a

fault: :) or a spreading therein: (A :) or a

spreading thereof; and width of a human foot:

(Lth, TA :) or a spreading of a solid hoof, with

thinness : or width ofa human foot, with thinness,

and in a solid hoof, which is a fault: or excessive

width in a solid hoof. (TA.)

I1.’ I rev.’

C}, and t {1);} and Y 3.», A thing wide

and spreading, (K, TA,) not deep, like a M

9 '46,

and any similar vessel; as also and ob»):

(TA :) [or ‘the third of these epithets signifies

very wide 8w. ; as will be seen from what follows:

and] V the second signifies a thing wide and thin.

You say A wide and low vessel;

as also (TA.) And 5.1.,’ and t

A wide bowl. And andA bowl spreading widely [and very widely]. (AA,

TA_.) And it is said in a trad., e.,...

l The middle ofParadise is [very] wide,




